RESIDENTIAL HOMES

SpotterRF surveillance & security solutions for high net-worth
estate and property. 24/7 Home Security System.

According to the FBI, a burglar strikes
every 25.7 seconds in the US. That adds
up to more than two burglaries every
minute and over 3,300 burglaries per
day. Despite that high level of concern,
only 24% of Americans told us they have
a home security system to protect their
property from burglary. April 2020

PROTECTING YOUR ESTATE ASSETS
Protecting the perimeter of a property is as important as protecting the perimeter of the home. When it comes
to protection, homeowners have lots of options to choose from. However if you, like many others, want 24/7
security that doesn’t fail you even in extreme weather conditions, theft, vandalism, squatters, and damage to a
vacant property, radar is for you. Here are the advantages of having a radar system in your security.

SPOTTERRF SECURITY SYSTEM ADVANTAGES:
COVERAGE
Radar covers small and large areas and blind spots are typical of
surveillance cameras. Radar, along with cameras activating the video
surveillance system, can detect unexpected motion on the property.
VALUE
Since radars cover more area, fewer sensors mean lower costs.
DETECTION
Radar can provide more detail than typical motion detection systems.
It will detect the speed, direction, latitude, longitude, and altitude of a
disturbance. With a coverage field of up to 90-360 degrees, it can see
beyond the fences.
CONDITION
Radar surveillance is not affected by weather or lighting conditions
that affect cameras. This protects your home and assets 24/7.
CUSTOMIZATION
The radar security system boundaries can be customized to the exact
coverage desired.

SPOTTERRF SECURITY SYSTEMS ADVANTAGES:
High level security, but with a small form factor
that is barely noticeable
Awareness of people near or entering their
property
GPS location of intruder, updates 8 times a
second
Slew to cue / activation of
- PTZ cameras
- Thermal cameras
- Video management systems
- Flood lights

Cost savings
- Radar covers more area, so less sensors
mean less costs
24/7 all weather protection
Site customized coverage
- Personalized site design
- Custom zone layouts
- Specific filters

SIMPLE AND EASY
We know that your home is a place to relax and unwind. SpotterRF radars are low profile, compact, simple and
easy to set-up. We can help design a plan for your high-net-worth home or property to be secure and even be
discrete so nothing can ruin your assets. Let us discuss and review your need to protect the assets you own.
3 STEPS AWAY TO SET-UP YOUR SYSTEM:
1. TALK TO AN EXPERT ABOUT YOUR NEEDS AND FREE QUOTE
2. CUSTOMIZE DESIGN FOR YOUR HOME AND PROPERTY
3. GET INSTALLED BY AN PROFESSIONAL

COLOR CHOICES

SPOTTERRF COVERAGE

According to a newly released report from Luxury Portfolio International,
82 percent of high-net-worth individuals worldwide say personal privacy
has never felt more important to them. In the U.S. market, 76 percent
of high-net-worth buyers say having a smart home is very important to
them because of the associated state-of-the-art technologies that can
help protect their property. -Robb Report
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